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Purpose: The aim is to explore the outcome of LEGO therapy to improve social skills for 

the children with Autism Spectrum Disorders in Bangladesh. 

Method: The investigator has chosen quantitative method in the form of quasi-experiment 

design and used a pre-test/post-test study. Here convenience sampling used for collecting 

sample from Society for the Welfare of Autistic Children. Social Skill Checklist (SSC) 

used for collecting data which is standardized social skills assessment tool. 

Result: The investigator found in some improvement in subtests of play behavior and 

emotion of social skill that showed good result, but they showed little changes in self-

regulation, flexibility, problem solving, conversational skills, non-conversational skill and 

compliment.  

Conclusion: The results suggest that, there is few improvement in social skills of children 

with autism, so occupational therapist have a great chance to work on those areas to 

enhance their social skills. 

Keywords: Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), LEGO therapy, Social Skill Checklist 

(SSC), Social skills. 
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1.1 Introduction:     

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a developmental disorder that affects communication 

and behaviour. Although autism can be diagnosed at any age. It is a developmental 

disorder” because symptom generally appear in the first two years of life (According to 

DSM-5).  

The autism included five Pervasive Developmental Disorders (PDDs): Autistic Disorder, 

Asperger’s Disorder, Rett’s Disorder, Childhood Disintegrative Disorder and Pervasive 

Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS).In the DSM-5, Autistic 

Disorder, Asperger’s Disorder and PDD-NOS are replaced by the diagnosis of Autism 

Spectrum Disorder. Additionally, the DSM-5 also reduces social-related elements of 

autism into social communication impairment and repetitive/restricted behaviors, though 

the labels of Asperger’s and PDD-NOS are still in common use (American Psychiatric 

Association, 2013).  

Autism spectrum disorder is two core symptoms: a deficit in social communication and the 

presence of repetitive behaviors and/or restricted interests. Currently, there is no Food and 

Drug Administration-approved drug for these core symptoms. The social function deficit 

associated with autism spectrum disorder and the drug therapies with the potential to treat 

this deficit. The history of autism demonstrates that a deficit in social interaction has been 

the defining feature of the concept of autism from its conception. Abnormalities identified 

in early social skill development and an overview of the pathophysiology abnormalities 

associated with autism spectrum disorder are discussed as are the abnormalities in brain 

circuits associated with the social function deficit (Frye, 2018). 

According to WHO, (2017), “1 in 160 children has an autism spectrum disorder (ASD) 

worldwide”. In late April, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 

released new data from the Autism and Developmental Disabilities Monitoring Network 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

https://www.autism-society.org/dsm-iv-diagnostic-classifications/
http://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/autism/hcp-dsm.html
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(ADDM) on the prevalence of autism in the U.S. The network identified 1 in 59 children 

(1 in 37 boys and 1 in 151 girls) as having autism spectrum disorder (ASD), representing 

a 15 percent increase from previous estimates (Malaga et al, 2019). 

Studies in Asia, Europe, and North America have identified individuals with ASD with an 

average prevalence of about 1%. A study in South Korea reported a prevalence of 2.6% 

(Kim et, al., 2011).ASD prevalence rates were higher in Denmark (68.5 per 10,000 

children) compared with Western Australia (51.0 per 10,000 children) (Parner et, al., 

2011).  

Autism, a development disability, has a wide range of symptoms, including difficulty with 

social interaction and repetitive behavior. It is a lifelong condition. In 2013, Dhaka Shishu 

Hospital conducted a survey that reported autism prevalence to be 15 per 10,000 children 

aged below nine. In 2016, Institute of Pediatric Neuro-disorder and Autism (IPNA) at 

Bangabanbdhu Sheikh Mujib Medical University (BSMMU) rural survey reported a figure 

of 7.5 per 10,000 children aged between 18 and 36 months. (Molla, M.A.M., 2018).  

LEGO therapy is an alternative intervention to help children with autism spectrum disorder 

(ASD) learn social skills and social competence through LEGO play. The developers of 

LEGO-Based Therapy believed that this intervention approach has long-term outcomes on 

the child’s social skills, such as improvements in initiation of social contact with peers, 

duration of social interaction with peers, as well as reduction in stereotyped behaviors 

(LeGoff, 2004). 

 The Lego therapy sessions will conduct by the school. The sessions of 45 minutes duration 

each. The role was to prompt interaction among the children and help them come up with 

their own solutions. Lego therapy sessions consisted of two sections (LeGoff et al., 2014) 

The duration is 30 minutes of collaborative Lego project and 15 minutes freestyle building. 

Lego therapy is delivered as an intervention for individuals or small groups (up to 3 people 

including supervisor). Activities involve collaborative building with one peer, and often 

require close adult supervision (Baron-Cohen, 2014). 

This study is quantitative method approach to understand the outcome of 4-week Lego 

therapy group intervention for children with ASD to improve social skills. Bangladesh is a 

http://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/autism/data.html#glossary
http://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/bangladesh-population/
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large and heavily densely populated country in South Asia. Bangladesh has an estimated 2019 

population of 168.07 million, up from the 2013 estimate of 156.5 million. This makes 

Bangladesh the 9th most populous country in the world. (World Population Review, 2018). 

Bangladesh is a developing nation and despite economic constraints, Bangladesh has a 

vision for all round growth and intends to enter the group of developing nations by the year 

2020. To achieve these ambitious targets, all sections of society, not only disabled people, 

but also people with the autism spectrum disorder (ASD) have to be included in the process 

of developing the nation (Hasnain & Pioneer, 2014). 

 

1.2 Justification/ Rationale:  

Autism is one of the most common focusing disorders in developing country like 

Bangladesh. Already, some research has done related this title in abroad.  Children with 

ASD have impairment in social communication and interaction, restricted and repetitive 

type of behavior. Parents of autism children also complain these issues with health 

professionals. Children with ASD have difficulty in social skills that create limitation in 

activities of daily living based. Social skill is an important issue for children with ASD and 

also for health professionals to improve social interaction of ASD children so that they can 

improve the treatment to get a better outcome. This study presents that the need of LEGO 

therapy intervention and also evidence based practice of health professionals to improve 

social skills.  

This study is use ‘Social Skill Checklist’ scale which used previously to measure the 

outcome of LEGO therapy as social skill of children with ASD. So it will be very helpful 

for the health professionals who are involved in rehabilitation program for children with 

ASD, for parents and also for teachers. It will help to find out the specific social skill 

impairment for the children with ASD and based on the study findings it will be helpful to 

improve `social skill and design the LEGO intervention.  

This study shows statistically demonstrable significant of the outcome of LEGO therapy. 

In Bangladesh, there is no study that measures the social skill. For a normal life, it is very 

important to improve social skills in home, school and community. But ASD children have 

http://worldpopulationreview.com/continents/asia-population/
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/rankorder/2119rank.html
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limitation in social interaction and parents are also worried about their children about 

interaction with other people. Although, LEGO based is use to improve cognitive skills. 

.But appropriate LEGO intervention is increase the social skills of the children with ASD.  

1.3 Operational Definition 

Autism: Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a developmental disorder that affects 

communication and behaviour. Although autism can be diagnosed at any age. It is a 

developmental disorder” because symptom generally appear in the first two years of life 

(According to DSM-5). Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a developmental disorder that 

affects communication and behavior. Although autism can be diagnosed at any age, it is 

said to be a “developmental disorder” because symptoms generally appear in the first two 

years of life (According to NIMH).Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a developmental 

disorder that affects communication and behavior. It refers to a range of conditions that is 

characterized by impaired social behavior, communication and language, and a narrow 

range of interests and activities that are both unique to the individual and carried out 

repetitively. (WHO, 2017). The effects of ASD and the severity of symptoms are different 

in each person. ASD begin in childhood and is tends to persist into adolescence and also in 

adulthood. But in most cases the conditions are present during the first 5 years of life of 

children. (WHO, 2017).   

LEGO Therapy: Lego Therapy is an intervention designed for children with Autism 

Spectrum Conditions (ASC) to improve their social interaction and communication skills 

(Cheng, 2016). Lego Based Therapy is a child-led and peer based social skills group 

intervention that was initially developed for children with Autism Spectrum Disorder 

(LeGoff & Sherman 2006). 

Social skills: Social skills are the skills we use every day to interact and communicate with 

others. They include verbal and non-verbal communication, such as speech, gesture, facial 

expression and body language. A person has strong social skills if they have the knowledge 

of how to behave in social situations and understand both written and implied rules when 

communicating with others. Social skills as socially acceptable learned behaviors that 

enable a person to interact with others in ways that elicit positive responses and assist in 

avoiding negative responses (Gresham & Elliott, 1984). 
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Autism LEGO therapy Protocol: 

The Lego therapy sessions will conduct by the school. The sessions of 45 minutes duration 

each. The role was to prompt interaction among the children and help them come up with 

their own solutions. Lego therapy sessions consisted of two sections (LeGoff et al., 2014).  

The duration of 30 minutes of collaborative Lego project and 15 minutes freestyle building. 

Lego therapy is delivered as an intervention for individuals or small groups (up to 3 people 

including supervisor).  The role of the adult is to prompt children to generate their own 

solutions to any problems the group may encounter. Lego Therapy roles within a group of 

2 children is build the Lego blocks according to design.   

Activities involve collaborative building with one peer, and often require close adult 

supervision. It is often helpful, especially initially, to have a more advanced peer mentor 

(or a typically developing peer if utilized) as a Helper (Baron-Cohen,2014). This process 

of collaborative building with a peer is at the core of the LEGO Based Therapy process, 

and should be learned and perfected as a central skill-building strategy. All higher-level 

LEGO-Based Therapy activities are dependent on mastery of this initial collaborative task 

(LeGoff, 2004). 
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2.1 Autism overview: 

Autism is the most commonly found neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by core 

deficits in three domains: social interaction, communication, and repetitive or stereotypic 

behavior. There is no single specific form of autism rather various degrees of severity 

involved in this disorder. Therefore this condition is commonly referred to as autism 

spectrum disorder or ASD which include autism, Asperger’s syndrome, pervasive 

developmental disorders not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS) and high-functioning autism 

(Gupta 2008). Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a developmental disorder that affects 

communication and behaviour. Although autism can be diagnosed at any age. It is a 

developmental disorder” because symptom generally appear in the first two years of life 

(According to DSM-5).  

 Autism is known as a “spectrum” disorder because there is wide variation in the type and 

severity of symptoms people experience. ASD occurs in all ethnic, racial, and economic 

groups. Although ASD can be a lifelong disorder, treatments and services can improve a 

person’s symptoms and ability to function. (According to DSM-5). The etiology of autism 

is complex, and in most cases the underlying pathologic mechanisms are unknown. Genetic 

and environmental factors contribute to ASD etiology, which remains incompletely 

understood. Genetic studies have identified a number of rare de novo mutations and gained 

footing in the areas of polygenic risk, epigenetics, and gene-by-environment interaction. 

Epidemiologic investigations focused on non-genetic factors have established advanced 

parental age and preterm birth as ASD risk factors, indicated that prenatal exposure to air 

pollution and short inter-pregnancy interval are potential risk factors, and suggested the 

need for further exploration of certain prenatal nutrients, metabolic conditions, and 

exposure to endocrine-disrupting chemicals. (The Independent, April 7, 2018). 

Persistent difficulties in social communication & social interaction: People with ASD have 

difficulty with social communication and interaction, restricted interests, and repetitive 

Chapter 2: Literature Review 
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behaviours. The list below gives some examples of the types of behaviours that are seen in 

people diagnosed with ASD. Not all people with ASD will show all but most will show 

several. Social communication / interaction behaviours problem such as making little or 

inconsistent eye contact, tending not to look at or listen to people, rarely sharing enjoyment 

of objects or activities by pointing or showing things to others, failing to, or being slow to, 

respond to someone calling their name or to other verbal attempts to gain attention, having 

difficulties with the back and forth of conversation, talking at length about a favourite 

subject without noticing that others are not interested or without giving others a chance to 

respond, having facial expressions, movements, and gestures that do not match what is 

being said, an unusual tone of voice that may sound sing-song or flat and robot-like and 

having trouble understanding another person’s point of view or being unable to predict or 

understand other people’s actions. (According to American Psychiatric Association).  

Autism is characterized by a chronic impairment in social relations. Speaking autistic 

children are also impaired in the pragmatic aspects of their language (Baron-Cohen,2014). 

Outcome in classic cases of autism has been investigated in a number of studies in the past. 

The rate of poor or very poor psychological outcome (isolated life around 50%) (Cederlund 

et al., 2008). Pragmatic competence is known by many different names: communicative 

competence, social language use, socio-linguistic competence, conversational skills. It can 

be defined as the appropriate use of language in context (Bishop, 2000). 

Cognitive and language functioning are depressed in 60% to 70% of individuals with 

autism spectrum disorders (ASD), approximately 20% of individuals with ASD function 

within the normal range on IQ testing (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). 

Individuals often demonstrate significant and severe deficits in their ability to communicate 

and interact with others, which can limit their participation in mainstream academic 

settings and community activities (Klin, 2003). Though ASD is very common disorder at 

present but there is no known single cause for ASD. It is generally accepted that ASD is 

caused by some abnormalities in the structure brain or function. During brain scans, it 

shows the differences in the shape and structure of the brain in children with ASD which 

is compared to in neuro typical children. Even researchers do not know what the exact 

causes of ASD are but they are investigating a number of theories, including the links 

among heredity, genetics and medical problems. (Autism Society, 2016). 
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Difficulty with communication and interaction with other people, restricted interests and 

repetitive behaviours and symptoms that hurt the person’s ability to function properly in 

school, work, and other areas of life.( According to American Psychiatric Association).  

Children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) show impairments in social reciprocity, 

eye contact, shared interests and enjoyment, and interpreting social cues (Weiss and Harris, 

2001). These social impairments affect their interactions with other children. For example, 

during free play, they show more parallel play than collaborative play compared to typical 

developing children (Bauminger et al., 2008) and during games and social activities they 

show problems in initiating and maintaining interactions with peers (Bauminger et al., 

2003).  

Given these characteristics, interventions are needed to improve the collaborative skills of 

children with ASD and to practice working and negotiating with peers (Ben-Sasson et al., 

2013).  Restrictive / repetitive behaviours may include repeating certain behaviours or 

having unusual behaviours. For example, repeating words or phrases, a behaviour 

called echolalia, having a lasting intense interest in certain topics, such as numbers, details, 

or facts, having overly focused interests, such as with moving objects or parts of objects, 

getting upset by slight changes in a routine, being more or less sensitive than other people 

to sensory input, such as light, noise, clothing, or temperature, people with ASD may also 

experience sleep problems and irritability. Although people with ASD experience many 

challenges, they may also have many strengths, including: being able to learn things in 

detail and remember information for long periods of time, being strong visual and auditory 

learners, excelling in math, science, music, or art (According to American Psychiatric 

Association). 

Cognitive theories underpinning the social interaction impairment of children with ASD: 

It is proposed that some individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) can 

‘compensate’ for their underlying difficulties, thus demonstrating relatively few behavioral 

symptoms, despite continued core cognitive deficits. The mechanisms underpinning 

compensation are largely unexplored, as is its potential impact on mental health. This study 

aimed to estimate compensation patterns in ASD, by contrasting overt social behavior 

(Livingston et al., 2018). 
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 The ability to understand the mental states (thoughts, emotions, beliefs and desires) of 

oneself and others. The basis of previous research on the theory-of-mind impairment in 

people with autism postulated a broad cognitive module whose function is to build 

representations of other individuals. The results are discussed in terms of autism can 

understanding the neuropsychology of social cognition and to current thinking about the 

purported modularity of the brain. (Karmil off-Smith et al, 1995). Bangladesh is a 

developing nation and despite economic constraints, Bangladesh has a vision for all round 

growth and intends to enter the group of developing nations by the year 2020. To achieve 

these ambitious targets, all sections of society, not only disabled people, but also people 

with the autism spectrum disorder (ASD) have to be included in the process of developing 

the nation. (Hasnain & Pioneer, 2014). 

2.2 History of LEGO therapy:  

History of LEGO Based Therapy is a social development program that has evolved over 

time as a consequence of ongoing attempts by the authors to provide an effective social 

development intervention for children with autism spectrum conditions (ASC) and other 

conditions affecting social competence. The strategies used in LEGO-Based Therapy 

reflect clinical observation, outcome research, and the influence of an inspiring and 

persuasive group of children. It was clear from the outset that the participants were 

enthusiastic and responded generally more positively to this approach than to other 

traditional forms of intervention, and there seemed to be a fairly noticeable improvement 

in social responsiveness and social adjustment in a relatively short period of time. These 

informal observations were subsequently examined more closely in a series of outcome 

studies, including one relatively short-term study (LeGoff, 2004), a longer term study 

(LeGoff and Sherman, 2006), and then an independent replication study (Owens et al., 

2008). 

 The initial impetus for developing LEGO-Based Therapy was the result of the scarcity of 

social development programs with evidence of demonstrated effectiveness for improving 

social and communication skills for children with ASC and other conditions adversely 

affecting social development and communication. The term “evidence-based” is often used 
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to refer to treatments or interventions for which there is data-based, published research 

demonstrating that they are as effective for the problem and the target audience as the 

treatment approach claims. This is especially necessary for children or other populations 

of individuals who may have little means to report directly on the effectiveness of the 

intervention themselves. Detailed, objective, and replicable records of the successful 

implementation of a therapy, otherwise known as outcome studies, need to be available 

before a treatment should be considered evidence-based. These studies should be published 

in a refereed journal or other peer-refereed publication, which means that colleagues and 

experts in the field have reviewed the study and found it to be credible in demonstrating 

the effective outcomes that are claimed. More importantly, these publications can be read 

and judged by other researchers and clinicians, and can lead to independent replications of 

the original research, thereby verifying that the method and the outcomes were not specific 

to a single therapist or group of therapists, or to a specific group of participants. Self-

published studies, or manuals which simply describe a therapy approach without outcome 

research, are often little more than advertising, and may describe interventions which could 

actually be harmful or, at best, useless. In the mid-1990s, when the LEGO Based Therapy 

model of intervention was first developed, there were very few published descriptions of 

effective interventions, and virtually none that had replicable outcome results. The second 

major reason for the development of this approach was the fact that the few therapy 

approaches in use at the time often seemed difficult, irrelevant, and unengaging for the 

children and adolescents involved. In other words, for most educational, behavioral, and 

mental health specialists working with children with social development deficits, the 

existing therapies were neither effective, nor fun. Although it is often noted that children 

with ASC tend to be uninterested in social learning opportunities, and have little intrinsic 

motivation to improve their social functioning (Semrud-Clikeman, 2007).   

2.3 Previous outcome of LEGO therapy 

There have been three outcome studies published on the efficacy of the “LEGO Club” 

social development approach. The first (LeGoff, 2004) utilized a waiting-list designed to 

provide a pre-treatment comparison with which to compare participants, both male and 

female, who were involved in weekly small groups using the LEGO Based Therapy 
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approach. The participants (N = 47) were all diagnosed with an ASC condition referred to 

in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) as 

Pervasive Developmental Disorders (PDD; APA 2000) and all had demonstrated 

difficulties with social interaction and communication with peers, social aloofness, as well 

as repetitive, persistent, or excessive interests and rigid adherence to non-functional rules 

or rituals. 

 All were referred for intervention by either their respective school district special services 

staff or by their parents. The participants whose treatment was deferred by the waiting list 

were assessed and their social functioning was compared later with measures of social 

competence after they had been actively receiving treatment. Some participants were on 

the waiting list for three months (N = 26), and It is important to understand how and why 

Lego therapy may help promote social interaction. Playing Lego collaboratively is the core 

component of Lego therapy, which can be separated into two subcomponents: collaborative 

play and the use of Lego as the medium. Theories listed below illustrate how these 

subcomponents may support the social interaction skills for children with ASC (Cheng, 

2016). 

The five studies used in this review show a unanimous consensus on the positive effects of 

LEGO therapy on improving social communication difficulties within children with ASD. 

There was promising evidence which suggested that LEGO therapy could be a better way 

to improve social communication difficulties, than compared to other interventions (Owens 

et al., 2008). However, this was only one study with one other comparison intervention, 

further research would be needed to support such a claim. It must be said that to generalize 

the effects of LEGO therapy based on the evidence in this review would not be strictly 

correct. The majority of the evidence was rated as an overall weight of ‘medium’ therefore 

it does not provide the concrete evidence required to make such generalizations. The review 

has highlighted that appropriate sample size to power the studies was a key weakness in 

two of the group comparison studies (LeGoff, 2004, Owens et al., 2008) one group 

comparison study was sufficiently powered (LeGoff and Sherman, 2006). 
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 This would further suggest that the findings from those underpowered studies could not 

reflect the strength of effect that they were claiming. This would have consequences in 

attempting to generalize the effectiveness of the intervention. Finally, the gender disparity 

of the studies was significantly skewed towards males. To generalize these findings across 

genders could be inaccurate. The appeal of LEGO could be far less significant within 

female participants therefore effecting the role LEGO therapy would have on bringing 

about the positive social communication skills that it claims.(Lindsay et al., 2017) 

2.4 Research Question: 

What is the outcome of LEGO therapy intervention to improve social skills for the children 

with Autism Spectrum Disorders in Bangladesh? 

 

2.5 Study aim and Specific objective 

General objective:  

The aim is to explore the outcome of LEGO therapy to improve social skills the children 

with Autism Spectrum Disorders in Bangladesh. 

Specific objectives:  

 To find out the importance of LEGO therapy intervention for children with ASD  

 To investigate the result of social skill improvement of ASD 

 To identify the socio-demographic factors 
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3.1 Conceptual frame work 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure I: Conceptual frame work of the study 
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3.2 Study design:  

The investigator has chosen quantitative method in the form of quasi-experiment design to 

identify the outcome of LEGO therapy to improve social skills of autism spectrum disorder 

in Bangladesh. In this study, researcher used a  pre-test/post-test study because in this way 

it is possible to identify a defined population at a particular point in time and to measure 

the social skill of ASD child. 

3.3 Study population: 

 The study populations are those from whom information are obtained (Traskin & Small, 

2011).  The study population are school going children with autism of Bangladesh, Dhaka 

city. This population was selected from Society for the Welfare of Autistic Children, 

Shyamoli in Dhaka City. The study population for this study are consisted of teacher and 

occupational therapist or person who remains close to the child and knows well about the 

participation of their child so that they can answer properly of the research questions.  

3.4 Study setting 

Researcher has collect data from the special school at Dhaka city. By this way researcher 

was collected data easily and cheaply from his known place. From the school settings 

researcher has get children who are children with autism. The selected special school is 

Society for the Welfare of Autistic Children, Shyamoli in Dhaka City according to inclusion 

criteria and exclusion criteria for conducting the study. 

3.5 Study period  

The study was conducted as a part of academic curriculum of B.Sc. in Occupational 

Therapy. So the study period is short. The period of this study is from September 2018 to 

April 2019 including data collection, data analysis and discussion of this study. 
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3.6 Sample size: 

A sample should be as large as the researcher obtains with a reasonable expenditure of time and 

energy. For conducting the study, investigator took sample according calculated numbers. Sample 

size could be large or small. Amount of sample size depends on study population and their 

participations (Bailey, 1997) 

According to standard formula, sample size will be- 

𝑛 =
𝑧2×𝑝.𝑞

𝑟2
       

     = 217    

Here, 

n = required sample size 

z = confidence level at 95% (standard value of 1.96)  

p = 0.17%  

q = (1-p) = (1- 0.17) = 0.83 

r = margin of error at 5% (standard value of 0.05)    

Here sample size is 217. Although, the sample number is 217 but it is impossible for investigator 

to take all samples in the limited time frame as well as it depended on the availability of sample. 

That’s why investigator took 30 samples. 

 

3.7 Sample selection inclusion and exclusion criteria: 

 Inclusion criteria 

 Children with autism who are going. to school 

 Both boy & girl child who are diagnosed as ASD. 

 Children with ASD whose age between 6-17 years. 

 

 Exclusion criteria 

 Children who have other conditions with autism.  

 Children with autism who are not going to school. 
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3.8 Sampling techniques 

In this technique, in which researcher relies on his or her own judgment when choosing 

members of population to participate in the study. Convenience sampling is a non-

probability sampling method and subjects are selected just because they are easiest to 

recruit for the study and the researcher did not consider selecting subjects that are 

representative of the entire population (Bowling, 2014).  Pre-test/post-test study is an easy 

way to collect data and information about research questions among the participant. Data 

was collected from the participants to find out the response of social skill before and after 

of Lego therapy intervention. Here researcher had conducted convenience sampling 

survey. In all forms of research, it would be ideal to test the entire population, but in most 

cases, the population is just too large that it is impossible to include every individual. This 

is the reason why most researchers rely on sampling techniques like convenience sampling, 

the most common of all sampling techniques. Many researchers prefer this sampling 

technique because it is fast, inexpensive, easy and the subjects are readily available. 

 

3.9 Data collection tools/ materials 

 Interview- Researchers was asked the question. 

 The researchers was organized the interview and transcribe the entire interview in 

bangle language.  

 Information sheet and consent form 

 Bangla socio-demographic questionnaire and standard Bangla questionnaire  

(Social Skill Checklist) 

 Observation- The researchers will observe very carefully and get more in-dept. 

information 

 Note book- Collected important information.  

  Paper file, pen, pencil, and eraser. 

Researcher will use structured method by face to face interview to collect information. 

Through the face to face interview the researcher can develop rapport with the person 

which will help to observe very carefully and get more in-dept. information. ‘Interview 

conducted face to face are more innovate allowing the interviewer to interact directly and 

develop rapport with the interviewer (Bailey,1997). A questionnaire is a set of 

https://research-methodology.net/sampling/non-probability-sampling/
https://research-methodology.net/sampling/non-probability-sampling/
https://explorable.com/social-science-subjects
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systematically structured questions used by a researcher to get needed information from 

respondents (Brace, 2008). Investigator did face to face interview during collecting data. 

In a face to face survey, an interviewer is physically present to ask the survey questions 

and to assist the respondent in answering them (Doyle, 2005).  

 

3.10 Data collection methods 

Children who diagnosed with autism and attend the autism LEGO therapy at Society for 

Welfare of Autistic Children (Shyamoli, Dhaka) during the period of December 2018 to 

January 2019 were included in this study. Convenience sampling technique method is used 

to data collection. Written semi-structure questionnaire both in English and Bengali is used 

to as a data collection tool. Responsible teacher give a semi-structured demographic 

questionnaire. The assessment is completed in two ways: 1) Before therapy and 2) after 

therapy. Between these two sessions, the children went through the LEGO therapy program 

for 4 weeks at Occupational therapy settings. The evidence drove data collection tool is 

very rare in Bangladesh to collect data about social skills of the children with ASD. The 

social skill checklist from Social Skills Rating System (SSRS) developed by Graham and 

Elliot (1990) used in this study. Behavior in the following three categories, beginning play 

behavior, intermediate play behavior and advanced play behavior. The emotional 

regulation section measures understanding emotions, self-regulation, flexibility, and 

problem solving. The communication skill section measures conversational skill, non-

conversational skill and compliments. Scoring for each behavior is as follows 1= almost 

always, 2= Often, 3= sometimes and 4= almost never. Data is collect by Social Skills 

Checklist to evaluate the social impairment features in children with ASD after the Lego 

therapy intervention. 

 

3.11 Data management and analysis 

Researcher use quantitative method to identify the effectiveness of LEGO therapy to 

improve social skills of children with Autism Spectrum Disorders in Bangladesh. Data 

analysis is to establish the study aims according to collected information from participants. 
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The appropriate analysis of data is give an accurate result for the study. Data analysis has 

done by SPSS version 20. Social skill checklist (Bengali and English) is to tool of data 

collection. To evaluate the outcome of LEGO therapy to improve social skill for the 

children with ASD. The researcher is use pre-test/post-test study because in this way it is 

possible to identify a defined population at a particular point in time. Through the pre- 

test/post-test study easily compares results among different ages, gender and ethnic. 

Here investigator used SPSS software for analyzing data. Data analyzed by descriptive 

statistical techniques to find out (i.e. percentage, mean & frequency) “the percentages and 

means for all the characteristics under study so that the reader has a thorough understanding 

of the subjects and variables” (Bailey, 1997, p. 122).The presentation of data organized in 

SPSS and in Microsoft Office Word. All data were input within the variable of SPSS and 

analyzed data in SPSS. It is suitable for analysis the Quantitative data. Nominal, Ordinal, 

& Scale data can be input in SPSS and able to analysis those data in different way. 

 

3.12 Quality control and quality assurance 

A field test was conducted with four participants before collecting data among participants. 

Researcher collected data from these participants by using all mentioned data collection 

instruments and following whole data collection procedure.  Before beginning data 

collection from participants, it is necessary to conduct a field test. It is helpful because by 

conducting field test, researcher can understand whether participants can properly 

understand the questions or any change that need to be done.  

It is also helpful for the researcher to prove the validity of the questionnaire in this study. 

By conducting field test, researcher became aware about which part of the questionnaire 

finds difficult to understand. . By finding the difficulties of this questionnaires, the 

researcher had to check the questionnaire and change it to make it more understandable & 

clear for the participants to conduct the study. Before field test and collecting data, the 

English questionnaire was translated into Bangla. Then the translation copy was translated 

again Bangla to English. Then it was checked by the expertise person to correct the 

translation.  
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3.13 Ethical consideration  

The researcher maintained ethical consideration in all aspects of the study to avoid ethical 

problem. At first, the researcher took permission from the supervisor and the Head of the 

Department of Occupational Therapy Department of Bangladesh Health Professions 

Institutes (BHPI) which is the academic institute of CRP. After getting the permission from 

IRB, researcher went to the In-charge of Society for Welfare of Autistic Children with an 

application letter from BHPI to conduct the data collection.  

Then researcher got permission from the Principle of Society for Welfare of Autistic 

Children for data collection. The researcher provided information sheet and consent form 

to each participant. Researcher mentioned the title of the research, aim and objectives of 

the study by verbally. If any participant faced difficulty to understand the questions, 

researcher cleared about it. The researcher assured to all participants that confidentiality of 

all personal information will be maintained strictly in future. It was informed to all 

participants that there will be no risk or direct benefit to participate in this study. Researcher 

ensured to all participants that the service of the children will not be hampered during the 

data collection time. In the data collection time, researcher used code no instead of name 

of participants so that their identity will not be published.  

 The participants had the full right to withdraw their participant from this study at any time. 

Researcher had no right to force the participants to give information if they does not want 

to give.  A written information sheet and consent form was signed by each participant who 

participated in this study.  

All the information was gathered from the participants anonymously. There was no 

biasness by the researcher to take information form the participants. Information that was 

provided by each participant was being confidential only to the researcher & supervisor 

have access to them. The field test notes and answer sheet was not shared or even discussed 

with others. 
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.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

This study provides statistical descriptive analysis in a systematic way and interpretation 

of analyzed findings with the aim and objectives of the study. This research study forms 

an intervention protocol and already draws out percentage of improvement of social skill 

who attend at LEGO group therapy in the Welfare of Autistic Children. The aim of the 

study is to find out the outcome of LEGO therapy to improve percentage of social skills 

for ASD children. The socio-demographic background of the participants in this study was 

also identified. Findings of the study are presented by table, bar chart and pie chart. 

 

4.1: Socio-demographic characteristics of the children with ASD: 

Table I: Demographic characteristics of the participants 

 
Socio demographic characteristics of the 

respondents 

                              n=30 

Age Frequency (n) Percent (%) 

6-10 13 43.3 

11-17 17 56.7 

Mean ± SD 10.73±3.183 

Siblings of the Child   

No 
5 16.7 

1 number 21 70.0 

Area   

Urban 30 100.0 

Educational qualification of father   

Graduated 
20 66.7 

Post Graduated 
10 33.3 

Educational qualification of mother   

Higher secondary 
5 16.7 

Graduated 
20 66.7 

Chapter 4: Result 
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Post Graduated 
5 16.7 

Occupation of father   

Service holder 
24 80.0 

Businessman 6 20.0 

Occupation of mother   

Housewife 
23 76.7 

Service holder 7 23.7 

Income of parents   

30000-40000 taka 5 16.7 

40000-50000 taka 10 33.3 

More than 50,000 thousands 15 50.0 

If Child has seizure after birth?   

Yes 
5 16.7 

No 25 83.3 

 

In this study the researcher used many socio-demographic components these are age, 

child’s number of siblings, educational status, living area, educational qualification of 

parents, occupation of parents, approximately income in each month, child’s way of 

communication and medical information components diagnosis criteria, medication. The 

researcher categorized all the demographic characteristics. Among those 30 participants 

about 43.3% (n =13) of 6 to 10 age group, 56.7% (n=17) respondents were 11 to 17 age 

group and mean ± SD is 10.73±3.183. All of the participants lived in urban 100.0% (n=30).  

Among those 30 participants about sibling number (n=5) 16.7% had no siblings, (n=21) 

70.0% of one number of two numbers of siblings. The 30 children with autism who made 

up by the study sample, 23 boys and 7 girls. 
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Figure II: Child’s gender 

 

For the 30 children with autism who participate in this study, pre-test and post-test received 

from 20 teacher of special school and  posttest were received from those teacher who were 

participates in pretest of school. All children diagnosed according to DSM-IV.The 

educational qualification of father was 66.7% graduated and 33.3 % post graduated. The 

mother educational qualification was 10.0% of secondary 6.7% of higher secondary, 66.7% 

graduated and 16.7% was post graduated. The father occupation (n=24), 80.0% of service 

holder and (n=6), 20% of businessman. The occupation of mother (n=23), 76.7% was 

housewife and (n=7), 23.7% of service holder. The socioeconomic range of the children 

with autism was mainly middle to upper class. 
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4.2 The result of improvement to social skills before and after of LEGO therapy 

intervention. 

Table: 1.2 Pretest and posttest scores on the Social Skills Checklist: 

Behaviors  M SD T 

SOCIAL PLAY & EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT  

1.1 Beginning Play Behaviors 25.945 

Pre score  14.52 6.967  

Post  score  11.53 5.285 

Mean difference  2.99  

1.2 Intermediate Play Behaviors 40.454 
 

Pre score 22.24 9.120  
Post  score 18.30 8.920 

Mean difference 3.94  

1.3 Advanced Play Behavior 32.34 

Pre score 17.43 5.317  
Post  score 14.97 5.788 

Mean difference 2.46  

2. EMOTIONAL REGULATION 

2.1 Understanding Emotions 56.468 

Pre score 28.98 13.069  
Post  score 27.60 12.325 

Mean difference 1.38  

2.2 Self-Regulation  
62.30 

Pre score 34.94 11.914  
Post  score 33.09 10.595 

Mean difference 1.85  

2.3 Flexibility 

 
32.216 

 
Pre score 16.53 3.750  
Post  score 15.73 2.097 

Mean difference 0.8  

2.4 Problem Solving 17.626 

Pre score 8.96 5.311  
Post  score 8.70 5.051 

Mean difference 0.26  

3.COMMUNICATION SKILLS 

3.1 Conversational Skills 51.086 

Pre score  25.66 9.234  

Post  score 25.50 9.525 

Mean difference 0.16  

3.2 Nonverbal Conversational Skills 25.759 

Pre score 13.03 4.484  
Post  score 12.76 3.493 

Mean difference 0.27  

3.3Compliments 25.059 

Pre score 12.63 4.288  
Post  score 12.46 4.262 

Mean difference 0.17  

 Here, M= Mean, SD=Standard Deviation and T= t-test value 
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Table 1.2 shows that three categories of social play and emotional development, emotional 

regulation and communication skills showed change toward improvement of statistically 

significant. The social skills checklist measured, there was a statistically significant change in 

mean social play and emotional development scores between pretest and posttest by 

responsible teacher with a decrease in scores at posttest (14.52 and 11.53 (p<0.05), respectively). 

The four aspects of emotional regulation measured, there was statistically significant mean 

changes between pretest and posttest by responsible teachers (28.98 and 27.60 (p<0.05), 

respectively). In addition there was a statistically significant change in the mean of 

communication skills between pretest and posttest (13.03 and 12.76 p<0.05), respectively), 

with a decrease scores at posttest by responsible teachers. 
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5.1 Discussion 

This study begins with lack of knowledge about effectiveness of LEGO therapy 

intervention to improve social skills at special school of children with ASD. The LEGO 

therapy group was arranged in one month with 4 weeks treatment sessions follow up. The 

child’s outcome measured by teacher observation and responsible therapist report. Overall, 

results presents the LEGO therapy intervention was superior on few outcomes and this 

LEGO therapy gains persisted follow up. The evaluation shows a statistically significant 

improvement in the category of social skills as social play behavior, emotion development, 

emotion regulation and communication skills scores decreased post-test scores than pre-

test scores. All the included social skills also showed few improvement and this study 

measurements statistically significant. Those social skills improvement are particularly 

important to note with the population that suffers from delayed of social skills 

development.  

Here in the Social Skill Checklist (SSC) instrument is used in a pre-test and post-test study 

and sub category questionnaire to find out the exact changes of social skills of children 

with autism. Under this there were 64 questions. In this questionnaire in every subtest there 

were some questions reflected the social skill of children and some questions reflected 

weakness and all were rated as Almost always, Often, Sometimes and Almost never. So in 

this study investigator got about the ability of social skills of children with autism 

according to their subscales. 

Here first subtest is beginning play behaviors. In that cases, result show Q1 is maintain 

proximity to peers within 1 foot scored for 73.3% almost always is increased that means child are 

likely interest play with peer in closely and Q2 they are 66.7% able to observe peers in play 

vicinity within 3 feet with other children that means they are interested to interact with peer. 

Also 23.3% often and 10% sometimes because it depends on child’s developmental level. Play 

behavior of autism child of before and after of Lego therapy intervention. Parallel play near 

peers using the same or similar materials score post-test 36.7% always almost that 

Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion  
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represents that playing behavior are changed most of the autism children. Beginning paly 

behavior are physically imitates peer, verbally imitates peer that is  few changed and take 

turns appropriately during simple games are better increased that means they are wait for 

turning. Intermediate play behaviors are shares toys and talks about the activity with peers, 

even though the play agenda of the other children is different score almost always is not 

changed but 36.7% often and 26.7% sometimes slightly increased, physically and verbally 

respond to interactions from peer score of 46.7% often children with autism are interacted 

with peer. Also return and initiate greetings with peers, know appropriate ways of joining 

in an activity with peer, invite others to play, take turns during structured activities that 

shows little change in play behavior but obeys game rules, requests toys, food, and 

materials from peers that presents good score in almost always that means this behavior 

helps to interact with other people. Here, advanced play behaviors that score of make 

comments about what he/she is playing to peer, organizes play, follow peers play plans, 

take turns during unstructured activities without a time limit, offer toys, food, and materials 

to peers that increased few percentage that means their behavior are little changed. 

Understanding emotions score 23.3% of children sometimes identifies likes and dislikes, 

identifies emotions in self sore of often 16.7% and sometimes 26.7% that means few 

children is known self-emotion. The improvement of identifies emotions on others, justifies 

emotions once identified, demonstrates affection and empathy toward peers that are little 

increased but score of refrains from aggressive behaviors toward peers, refrains from 

aggressive behaviors toward self, dose not exhibit intense fears or phobias, interprets body 

language, uses different tones of voice to convey messages are few percent increase that 

means children are catch their emotion. Self-regulation that improved rather than pre-test 

score like self-regulate when energy level is high, deals with being left out of group, accepts 

not being first at a game or activity and accepts losing at a game without becoming 

upset/angry. 

 The emotions that under of four sub points like flexibility and problem solving. The child 

are few flexible such as accepts making mistakes without becoming upset/angry, accepts 

consequences of his/her behavior that presents little change in flexibility. The problem 
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solving sore of 43.3% almost always in carries out solutions by negotiating or 

compromising. 

The scale shows three categories of social play and emotional development, emotional 

regulation and communication skills showed change toward improvement of statistically 

significant. The social skills checklist measured, there was a statistically significant change in 

mean social play and emotional development scores between pretest and posttest by 

responsible teacher with a decrease in scores at posttest (14.52 and 11.53 (p<0.05), respectively). 

The four aspects of emotional regulation measured, there was statistically significant mean 

changes between pretest and posttest by responsible teachers (28.98 and 27.60 (p<0.05), 

respectively). In addition there was a statistically significant change in the mean of 

communication skills between pretest and posttest (13.03 and 12.76 p<0.05), respectively), 

with a decrease scores at posttest by responsible teachers. 

Although the shorter 8 week intervention timescale might be provided insufficient time for 

sustained change to occur, the insignificant group effects might indicate that the intervention 

yielded no effect on the levels of frequency of social interaction. Although it appeared that LEGO 

therapy did not show statistical association with social interaction (Cheng, 82016).Social 

interactions were measured during lunch time in the playground. Although the frequency of high-

level social behavior and initiation of interaction showed an increasing trend in the  pure  and mixed 

group while control group showed a decreasing trend on both scales, there was no statistically 

significant change found in the levels or frequency of social interaction of participants with ASC.  

The findings of the current study did not confirm those found by LeGoff (2004) and LeGoff and 

Sherman (2008). 

The children are good conversation in make a variety of comments, related to the topic, 

during conversations, introduces him/herself to someone new, introduces people to each 

other. Also their non-conversational skills like maintain appropriate proximity to 

conversation partner, orient body to speaker, pays attention to a person’s nonverbal 

language and understand what is being communicated not changed in almost always but 

waits to interject is increased  26.7% of almost always that means their non-verbal 

conversation improved that might help to communication with other peer. Complements 

such as apologizes independently score of 26.7% almost always but gives appropriate 
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compliments to peers, appropriately receives compliments, asks for a favor appropriately 

not improved because children did not able to shows that complements. 

In this study researcher found that, all of the social were severe impaired. But in my study 

investigator found some different things. In case of play behavior rapport and 

understanding emotion. Most of the time they show positive intent. But literature doesn’t 

support it. Researcher got all of the literature from several countries of the world, but in 

Bangladesh investigator didn’t find any study related to social skills of LEGO based 

intervention of autism. This is the first study about social skill of based of LEGO therapy 

for children with autism in Bangladesh. 

In, Bangladesh researcher got few improvement result in social skills. It may be depend on 

our environmental condition. In this research all of the sample collected from Society for 

the Welfare of Autistic Children, Shyamoli in Dhaka city and the teacher, parents and 

therapist all were so much co-operative and helpful for the child. The teacher conditions 

are so much supportive for the child which may help the child to improve his social skills. 

That’s why researcher got some different result in case of some social area in children with 

autism. 

5.2 Limitation 

Every study has some limitations and this study also. There were some limitations during 

conducting the study project. These should be keeping in mind if anyone wants to 

continue the further study on this project. These limitations are…. 

• In this study the investigator considered that only one city selected for study 

sample. That’s why it hampers the generalization of the study result. 

• The limited time and resources had also a great effect on the study. 

• According to age range, it was tough to collect maximum number of sample. 

• During data collection parents were not available so investigator collected 

data from the class teachers and responsible therapist. 
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5.3 Conclusion 

Autism is one of the most common focusing disorders in developing country like 

Bangladesh. Already, some research has done under this title in abroad, but not enough. 

This study provided information about effectiveness of LEGO therapy to improve social 

skills in children with autism and described about outcome of social skills. Though it has 

been established that, children with autism have definite problem in social skills but this 

study showed that there are few changes in social skills in children with autism. But they 

also showed little improvement in social skills. 

In Bangladesh there are several organizations, special schools, special care center are 

working children with autism. There are lots of professional such as therapist, teacher, 

social workers are working with them. So, this research will help them when they will work 

social skills. They will be able to know the strength and weakness of intervention for them 

and they can provide treatment according their plan. 

Bangladesh is a developing country and in disability sector autism may be the most talked 

issue in our country now. Although, not so many research has done about autism. This type 

of study will help the professionals as well as general people to know about Autism. This 

study will help the professional to work about them. And finally we can hope that, we will 

get more study about social skills of autism or the studies related to autism. 

5.4 Recommendation 

If anyone wants to conduct study regarding the social skills children with autism in 

future, they can follow some mention recommendations. These are— 

 Sample size should be larger that will represents validity of research. 

 This study is conduct with quantitative method. In future researcher will conduct in 

qualitative method. 

 Try to select not only Dhaka city but also other cities of the country as a place of 

study. Because, it will help to generalize the study result. 

 Try to take long time to get overall data because long time process will help to gain 

better knowledge about the study. 
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 Merely this has considered one autism schools. So, for further study should 

consider more special schools for children with special needs because it will make 

the research broad and standard. 

  Try to compare with another treatment protocol that will improve social skill. 

 Researcher will use another social skill measurement scale. 

 In this study there are 10 subtests of questionnaires, for future research investigator 

can conduct study into each subtests. 

 If the age range increased, then the sample size will be bigger and the research will 

be more valid. 
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    Appendix: 4 

Informed Consent Form for the Health Professions Students 

Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI) 

Centre for the Rehabilitation of the Paralyzed (CRP) 

      CRP. Savar, Dhaka- 1343       

  

 

Title:The Effectiveness of LEGO Therapy to Improve Social Skills of the Children with 

Autism Spectrum Disorders in Bangladesh. 

Investigator: Umaya Sultana, Student of B.Sc. in Occupational Therapy, Bangladesh 

Health Professions Institute (BHPI), CRP- Savar, Dhaka- 1343 

Place: Society for the Welfare of Autistic Children, 70/Ka, Pisciculture, Shyamoli Dhaka, 

Bangladesh 1207 

 

Part I: Information Sheet Introduction: 

I am Umaya Sultana, B.Sc. in Occupational Therapy student of Bangladesh Health 

Professions Institute (BHPI), have to conduct a thesis as a part of this Bachelor course, 

under thesis supervisor Sk.Moniruzzaman. You are going to have details information about 

the study purpose, data collection process, ethical issues. You do not have to decide today 

whether or not you will participate in the research. Before you decide, you can talk to 

anyone you feel comfortable with about the research. If this consent form contains some 

words that you do not understand, please ask me to stop. I will take time to explain. 

 

Background and Purpose of the study: 

You are being invited to be a part of this research because LEGO Therapy is essential for 

autism spectrum children to improve their social skill. LEGO based therapy is used to 

improve cognitive skills. But appropriate LEGO intervention increases the social skills of 

the children with ASD. Your information is highly required to evaluate the level of social 

skills among ASD children. Your valuable information will help the professionals as well 

as general people to know about Autism and level of social skills practice. We also want to 

learn what the understanding for the effectiveness of LEGO Therapy are and how to 

improve social skills. This study also aims to find out the effectiveness of LEGO therapy 

to improve social skills of the children with Autism Spectrum Disorders in Bangladesh. 

Research related information: 
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The research related information will be discussed with you throughout the information 

sheet before taking your signature on consent form. After that participants will be asked to 

complete a structured questionnaire which may need half an hour to fill. In this 

questionnaire there will be questions on socio-demographic factors (for example: Age, sex, 

experience). It will also contain questions of Social Skill checklist. Particularly, in this 

research we have selected the teacher or caregiver as they know their autism child specific 

social skills.   The data collection period will be one month followed by the date of 

approval. During that time, the questionnaire will be distributed among you to self-

administer. Investigator will give you a reminder at day three/five and finally will come to 

collect data during sixth working day. The survey questionnaire will be distributed and 

collected by Umaya Sultana. If you do not wish the questions included in the survey, you 

may skip them and move on to the next question. The information recorded is confidential, 

your name is not being included on the forms, only a number will identify you, and no one 

else except Sk. Moniruzzaman, Supervisor of the study will have access to this survey. 

 

Voluntary Participation: 

The choice that you make will have no effect on your job or on any work-related evaluation 

or reports. You can change your mind at any time of the data collection process even 

throughout the study period. You have also right to refuse your participation even if you 

agreed earlier. 

Right to Refuse or Withdraw: 

I will give you an opportunity at the end of the interview to review your remarks, and you 

can ask to modify or remove portions of those, if you do not agree with my notes or if I did 

not understand you correctly. 

Risks and benefits: 

 We are asking to share some personal and confidential information, and you may feel 

uncomfortable talking about some of the topics. You do not need to answer any question 

or take part in the discussion interview/survey if you don't wish to do so, and that is also 

okay. You do not have to give us any reason for not responding to any question, or for 

refusing to take part in the interview. On the other hand, you may not have any direct 

benefit by participating in this research, but your valuable participation is likely to help us 

find out the Effectiveness of LEGO therapy to improve social skills the children with 

Autism Spectrum Disorders in Bangladesh. 

Confidentiality: 

Information about you will not be shared to anyone outside of the research team. The 

information that we collect from this research project will be kept private. Any information 

about you will have a number on it instead of your name. Only the researchers will know 

what your number is and we will lock that information up with a lock and key. It will not 

be shared with or given to anyone except Sk. Moniruzzaman study supervisor. 

Sharing the Results: 
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Nothing that you tell us today will be shared with anybody outside the research team, and 

nothing will be attributed to you by name. The knowledge that we get from this research 

will be shared with you before it is made widely available to the public. Each participant 

will receive a summary of the results. There will also be small presentation and these will 

be announced. Following the presentations, we will publish the results so that other 

interested people may learn from the research. 

Who to Contact: 

If you have any questions, you can ask me now or later. If you wish to ask questions later, 

you may contact any of the following: Umaya Sultana, Bachelor science in Occupational 

Therapy, Department of Occupational Therapy, e-mail: umaya.ot18.edu@gmail.com, Cell 

phone- 01868724895.This proposal has been reviewed and approved by Institutional 

Review Board (IRB), Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI), CRP-Savar, Dhaka-

1343, Bangladesh, which is a committee whose task it is to make sure that research 

participants are protected from harm. If you wish to find about more about the IRB, contact 

Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI), CRP-Savar , Dhaka-1343, Bangladesh. 

You can ask me any more questions about any part of the research study, if you wish to. 

Do you have any questions? 

 

Can you withdraw from this study? 

You can cancel any information collected for this research project at any time.After the 

cancellation, we expect permission from the information whether it can be used or not. 

 

Withdrawal Form 

Participants Name: ………………………………………… 

ID number: ………………............... 

Reason of Withdraw: …………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………... 

Participants Name: …………………………………… 

Participants Signature: ……………………………….. 

Day/Month/Year: ………………… 

 

Part II: Certificate of Consent 

Statement by Participants: 

I have been invited to participate in research titled the effectiveness of LEGO therapy to 

improve social skills of the children with Autism Spectrum Disorders in Bangladesh I have read 

the foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I have had the opportunity to ask 
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questions about it and any questions I have been asked have been answered to my 

satisfaction. I consent voluntarily to be a participant in this study. 

Name of Participant___________________________________________________ 

 

 

Signature of Participant ___________________ 

Date   ___________________________ 

Statement by the researcher taking consent: 

I have accurately read out the information sheet to the potential participant, and to the best 

of my ability made sure that the participant understands that the following will be done: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

I confirm that the participant was given an opportunity to ask questions about the study, 

and all the questions asked by the participant have been answered correctly and to the best 

of my ability. I confirm that the individual has not been coerced into giving consent, and 

the consent has been given freely and voluntarily. 

A copy of this ICF has been provided to the participant. 

Name of Researcher taking the consent________________________ 

Signature of Researcher taking the consent__________________________ 

Date ___________________________ 
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Appendix: 5 

         Informed Consent Form’s Bengali 

 

                    evsjv‡`k †nj&_ cÖ‡dkÝ BbwówUDU (weGBPwcAvB)  

                                         AKz‡ckbvj †_ivwc wefvM  

               wmAviwcÑ PvcvBb, mvfvi, XvKvÑ1343. †Uwj: 02-7745464Ñ5,7741404, d¨v·:0774506   

 

অংশগ্রহনকারীদের তথ্যও সম্মততপত্র 

 

তশদরানাম:  

 

বাাংলাদেদে অটিজম স্পেকট্রাম ডিসঅিডার ডেশুদের সামাজজক েক্ষতা উন্নত করদত স্পলদ া স্পেরাডির কার্ ডকাডরতা। 

 

তেন্তকারী: 

উমাইয়া সুলতানা, ডব এস ডস ইন অকুদিেনাল স্পেরািীর ছাত্রী, বাাংলাদেে স্পেলে প্রদেেন্স ইনডিটিউি (ডবএইচডিআই), 

ডসআরডি-সাভার, ঢাকা- ১৩৪৩  
 

ZËv¡eavqK: সুিার ভাইজার এ্স, স্পক মডনরুজ্জামান, AKz‡ckbvj †_ivwc wefvM, বাাংলাদেে স্পেলে প্রদেেন্স ইনডিটিউি 

 ( ডবএইচডিআই) 

 

স্থান: অটিডিক ডেশু কলযাণ স্পসাসাইটি, ৭০/ক, ডিডসকালচার, েযামলীঢাকা, বাাংলাদেে 1207 

 
পর্ ব-১ তথ্যপত্রঃ  

ভুতমকাঃ 

আডম উমাইয়া সুলতানা,  ডব.এস ডস ইন অকুদিেনাল স্পেরাডি ডবভাদ র ডেক্ষােী।বাাংলাদেে স্পেলে প্রদেেন্স ইন্সটিটিউি 

 ( ডবএইচডিআই) এর ডেডসস সুিারভাইজার এযাস,দক, মডনরুজ্জামান সযাদরর অধীদন এই বযাদচলর স্পকাদস ডর অাংে ডেসাদব 

ডেডসদস অাংেগ্রেণ করদত েদব। অাংেগ্রেণকারী তেযিদত্রর মাধযদম  দবষণা প্রকল্পটির উদেেয,  উিাত্ত সাংগ্রদের প্রণালী 

ও  দবষণাটির সাদে সাংডিষ্ট ডবষয় কীভাদব রডক্ষত েদব তাডবস্তাডরত ভাদব আিনার কাদছ উিস্থািন করা েদব। র্ডে এই 

 দবষণায় অাংে গ্রেণ করদত ইচু্ছক োদকন,  স্পসদক্ষদত্র এই  দবষণার সম্পৃক্ত ডবষয় সম্পদকড স্বচ্ছধার না োকদল ডসদ্ধান্ত 

গ্রেণ সেজতর েদব। অবেয এখন আিনার অাংেগ্রেন আমাদের ডনজিত করদত েদবনা। স্পর্দকান ডসদ্ধান্ত গ্রেদনর িূদব ড 

র্ডে চান তােদল আিনার আত্মীয়, সেকমী, কম ডকতডার সাদে এই স্পবিাদর আদলাচনা করদত িাদরন।এবাংএইতেয িত্রটির 

আরও ডকছু আিনার জানার োকদল, ডনডব ডধায় প্রশ্ন করদত িাদরন। 

 

গদর্ষণার প্রেক্ষাপট ও উদেশয 

আিনাদক এই  দবষণার অাংে ডেসাদব আমন্ত্রণ জানাদনা েদচ্ছ কারণ স্পলদ া স্পেরাডি অটিজম স্পেকট্রাদম আক্রান্ত 

ডেশুদেরদক তাদের সামাজজকতার সম্পদকড আরও েক্ষ করদত সোয়তা কদর।স্পলদ া ডভডত্তক স্পেরাডি বুজদ্ধ ত ও মানডসক 

েক্ষতা বৃজদ্ধ করদত বযবহৃত েয়। স্পলদ া স্পেরািীর উিরু্ক্ত বযবোর এ এসডি সে এ জাতীয় ডেশুদের সামাজজক েক্ষতা 

বৃজদ্ধ কদর। আিনার তেযটি এ এসডি ডেশুদের মদধয সামাজজক েক্ষতার স্তদরর মূলযায়ন করার জনয অতযন্ত প্রদয়াজন। 

আিনার মূলযবান তেযটি স্পিোোর স্পের িাোিাডে সাধারণ মানুষদক অটিজম এবাং সামাজজক েক্ষতা অনুেীলদনর স্তর 

সম্পদকড জানদত সোয়তা করদব। আমরা স্পলদ া স্পেরাডির কার্ ডকাডরতা এবাং কীভাদব সামাজজক েক্ষতা উন্নত করদত িাডর 
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তা জানদত চাই। বাাংলাদেদে এই অটিজম স্পেকট্রাম ডিসঅিডার গুডলর ডেশুদের সামাজজক েক্ষতা উন্নত করদত স্পলদ া 

স্পেরাডির কার্ ডকাডরতা খুুঁদজ স্পবর করার লদক্ষয এই  দবষণার িেদক্ষি স্পনয়া েদয়দছ। 

 

 

 

এখন গদর্ষণা কতমটটদত অংশগ্রহদণর সাদথ্ সমৃ্পক্ত তর্ষয় সমূহ তক প্রস সম্পদকব জানা যাকঃ 

সম্মডতর সাদে আিনার স্বাক্ষর গ্রেণ করার আদ  তেয সম্পডকডত েীি ডনদয়  দবষণা সাংক্রান্ত বযািাদর আিনার সাদে 

আদলাচনা করা েদব। স্পর্ অাংেগ্রেণকারীদের একটি কাঠাদমা ত প্রশ্নাবলী সম্পন্ন করার জনয বলা েদব তা িূরণ করদত 

২৫-৩০ ডমডনি প্রদয়াজন েদত িাদর। এই প্রশ্নাবলীদত সামাজজক-জনসাংখযা তাজিক ডবষয় সাংক্রান্ত প্রশ্ন োকদব 

 (উোেরণস্বপি  বয়স, ডলঙ্গ,অডভজ্ঞতা)। এদত সামাজজক েক্ষতা ডনন ডদয়র প্রশ্ন োকদব। ডবদেষ কদর, এই  দবষণায় 

আমরা ডেক্ষক বা তিাবধায়ক ডনব ডাচন কদরডছ কারণ তারা তাদের অটিজম আক্রান্ত ডেশুর সামাজজক েক্ষতা গুডল 

সম্প্ররদক অব ত। তেয সাংগ্রদের সময় একমাস ির অনুদমােদনর তাডরখ েদব। স্পসই সময়,  প্রশ্ন িদত্র আিনার কাদছ 

ডবদবচনা সাদিদক্ষ ডবতরণ করা েদব। তেন্তকারী আিনাদক ডতন  / িা ুঁচ ডেদনর মদধয একটি অনুস্মারক স্পেদব এবাং 

অবদেদষ ষষ্ঠ কম ড ডেবদসর ডেন তেয সাংগ্রে করা েদব। জডরদির প্রশ্ন িত্র উমাইয়া সুলতানার বারা ডবতরণ ও সাংগ্রে করা 

েদব। র্ডে আিডন সমীক্ষায় অন্তভুডক্ত প্রশ্ন গুডল না চান তদব আিডন তাদের স্পছদ়ে ডেদত িাদরন এবাং িরবতী প্রদশ্ন চদল 

স্পর্দত িাদরন। স্পরকিড করা তেযটি স্প ািনীয়, আিনার নাম েম ডগুডলদত অন্তভুডক্ত করা েদচ্ছ না, শুধুমাত্র একটিন ম্বর 

আিনাদক সনাক্ত করদব এবাং এস্, স্পক মডনরুজ্জামান ছা়ো অনয স্পকউ স্পনই এবাং সমটষ্ট  ত সাডব ডক তিাবধাদন এই 

জডরদির সুদর্া  োকদব। 

 

প্রেচ্ছা প্রসর্ী অংশগ্রহণ: 

 

আিডন র্া িছন্দ কদরন তা আিনার কাদজর উির বা স্পকান কাদজর সম্পডকডত মূলযায়ন বা ডরদিািড গুডলদত স্পকান প্রভাব 

স্পেলদব না। এমন ডক আিডন অধযয়দনর সময় বা তেয সাংগ্রে প্রজক্রয়ার স্পর্ স্পকাদনা সময় আিনার মত বা ডসদ্ধান্ত 

িডরবতডন করদত িাদরন। আিডন র্ডে আদ  সম্মত েন তদব ও আিনার অাংে গ্রেণদক প্রতযাখযান করার অডধকার 

আিনার রদয়দছ। 

 

েতযাখযান র্া েতযাহার করার অতিকার: 

 

আিনার মন্তবয ির্ ডাদলাচনা করার জনয আডম আিনাদক সাক্ষাত্কাদরর স্পেদষ সুদর্া  স্পেব এবাং র্ডে আিডন আমার 

স্পনািগুডলর সাদে একমত না েন বা র্ডে আডম সটঠক ভাদব বুঝদত না িাডর তদব তার অাংেগুডল সাংদোধন বা 

অিসারদণর জনয আিনাদক অনুদরাধ করদত িাডর। 

অংশগ্রহদণর সুতর্িা ও ঝুুঁ তক সমূহ 

 আমরা ডকছু বযজক্ত ত এবাং স্প ািনীয় তেয ভা া ভাড  করদত বলডছ, এবাং আিডন ডকছু ডবষয় সম্পদকড অস্বজস্তকর কো 

বলদত িাদরন। র্ডে আিডন এটি না করদত চান তদব স্পকান ও প্রদশ্নর উত্তর ডেদত বা আদলাচনা ইন্টারডভউ / জডরদি অাংে 

ডনদত েদব না এবাং এটি গ্রেণদর্া য। স্পকান ও প্রদশ্নর উত্তর স্পেওয়ার জনয , অেবা সাক্ষাত্কাদর অাংে ডনদত অস্বীকার 

করার জনয আিনাদক আমাদের স্পকান ও কারণ স্পেখাদত েদব না। অনযডেদক, এই  দবষণায় অাংেগ্রেদণর বারা আিনার 

স্পকান সরাসডর সুডবধা স্পনই, তদব বাাংলাদেদে আিনার অটিজম স্পেকট্রাম ডিসঅিডার গুডলর ডেশুদের সামাজজক েক্ষতা 

উন্নত করার জনয আিনার মূলযবান অাংেগ্রেণ স্পলদ া স্পেরাডির কার্ ডকাডরতা খুুঁদজ স্পিদত সোয়তা করদব। 

তথ্য এর প্রগাপনীয়তা তক রক্ষা হদর্?  

আিনার সম্পদকড তেয  দবষণা েদলর বাইদর কাউদক জানাদনা েদব না। আমরা এই  দবষণা প্রকল্প স্পেদক সাংগ্রে করা 

তেয বযজক্ত ত রাখদবা। আিনার সম্পদকড স্পকান তেয আিনার নাম িডরবদতড একটি সাাংদকডতক সাংখযা োকদব। স্পকবল 

মাত্র  দবষকরা আিনার নম্বরটি জানদব এবাং আমরা স্পসই তেযটিদক লক এবাং কী ডেদয় তালা বদ্ধ করব। এটি অধযয়ন 

সুিার ভাইজার এস্,দক মডনরুজ্জামান ছা়ো অনযকাদরা সাদে ভা  করা বা স্পেওয়া েদব না। 

 

গদর্ষণা সম্পদকব জানদত প্রকাথ্ায় প্রযাগাদযাগ করদত হদর্?  

 

র্ডে আিনার স্পকান প্রশ্ন োদক, আিডন এখন বা িদর আমাদক জজজ্ঞাসা করদত িাদরন। আিডন র্ডে িদর প্রশ্ন জজজ্ঞাসা 

করদত চান তদব আিডন ডনম্নডলডখত বযাজক্তবদ ডর সাদে স্পর্া াদর্া  করদত িাদরন  উমাইয়া সুলতানা, অকুদিেনাল 
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স্পেরাডি ডবভাদ র ডব,এস,ডস স্পকাদস ডর ছাত্রী, ই  স্পমইল-umaya.ot18.edu@gmail.com,স্পসলদোন -01868724895।এই 

প্রস্তাবটি ির্ ডাদলাচনা করা েদয়দছ এবাং ইনডিটিউেন ডরডভউ স্পবািড (আইআরডব), বাাংলাদেে স্পেলে স্পপ্রাদেসন্স 

ইনডিটিউি , ডস আর ডি সাভার, ঢাকা -১৩৪৩, বাাংলাদেে বারা অনুদমাডেত েদয়দছ, র্ার একটি কডমটি রদয়দছ, র্ার 

কাজটি ডনজিত করা স্পর্  দবষণা অাংেগ্রেণকারীরা ক্ষডত স্পেদক সুরডক্ষত। আিডন র্ডে আই আর ডব সম্পদকড আদরা 

জানদত চান তদব বাাংলাদেে স্পেলে স্পপ্রাদেেন্স ইনডিটিউি (ডবএইচডিআই), ডস আর ডি সাভার, ঢাকা -১৩৪৩, বাাংলাদেে 

এ স্পর্া াদর্া  করুন। আিডন র্ডে চান তদব  দবষণার স্পর্ স্পকান ও অাংে সম্পদকড আমাদক আর ও প্রশ্ন করদত িাদরন। 

আিডন ডক ডকছু  জানদত চান? 

 

গদর্ষণায় তনদজদক েতযাহার করা যাদর্ তক? 

এই  দবষণায় সাং ৃেীত তেয আিডন স্পর্ স্পকাদনা সময় বাডতল করদত িাদরন। বাডতল করার ির তেয গুল ডক বযবোর করা 

র্াদব না ডক র্াদব না তার অনমুডত প্রতযাো করডছ। 

 

েতযাহার পত্র 

অাংেগ্রেণকারীর নামঃ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

িডরচয় িদত্রর নাম্বারঃ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

প্রতযাোর করার কারনঃ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

অাংেগ্রেণকারীর নাম. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

অাংেগ্রেণকারীর স্বাক্ষর. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

পর্ ব -২ সম্মততপত্র 

অাংেগ্রেণকারীর নাম. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

অাংেগ্রেণকারীর স্বাক্ষর. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .তাডরখঃ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

ডেন/ মাস/ বছর. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

 

গদর্ষক/ সম্মতত গ্রহণকারীর তর্রৃ্তত 

আডম বাাংলাদেদে এই অটিজম স্পেকট্রাম ডিসঅিডার গুডলর ডেশুদের সামাজজক েক্ষতা উন্নত করদত স্পলদ া স্পেরাডির 

কার্ ডকাডরতা খুুঁদজ স্পবর করার লদক্ষয এই  দবষণার েলােল মূলযায়ন করার ডেদরানামর্কু্ত  দবষণায় অাংেগ্রেদণর জনয 

আমডন্ত্রত েদয়ডছ। আমার িূব ডবতী তেয ি়ো আদছ, অেবা এিা আমার ি়ো েদয়দছ। আমার কাদছ এটি সম্পদকড প্রশ্ন 

জজজ্ঞাসা করার সুদর্া  ডছল এবাং আমার স্পর্দকাদনা প্রদশ্নর উত্তর আডম ডনডেডধায় ডেদয়ডছ। আডম স্পস্বচ্ছায় এই দবষণায় 

অাংেগ্রেণকারী েদত সম্মত। 

 

 দবষদকর নামঃ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

 দবষদকর স্বাক্ষরঃ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .তাডরখঃ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

ডেন/ মাস/ বছর. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Appendix: 6 

Questionaries’ Bengali 

পর্ ব-৩ঃ  প্রশ্নাবলী 

 

তাডরখঃ                                    স্পকাি নাংঃ 

টঠকানাঃ 

স্পর্টি আিনার  ডেশুটির জনয সদব ডাত্তম স্পর্া য েয়া কদর স্পসটিদত টিক ডচহ্ন ডেনঃ 

প্রশ্নসমূে  উত্তর 

                                             

আে সামাজজক –ববষডয়ক তেযাবলী 

১। ডেশুর বয়স 
 

২। ডেশুর ডলঙ্গ  স্পছদল= ১                    স্পমদয়= ২  

৩। ডেশুর সেের কয়জন?  স্পনই=১       ১জন=২   ২জন=৩  ৩জন =৪  ৪জন= ৫  

৪। বসবসরত এলাকা েের =১ গ্রাম= ২  

৫। বাবার ডেক্ষা ত স্পর্া যতা প্রােডমক=১ মাধযডমক=২ উচ্চমাধযডমক=৩ স্নাতক=৪  

স্নাতকউত্তর=৫  

৬। মাদয়র ডেক্ষা ত স্পর্া যতা প্রােডমক=১ মাধযডমক=২ উচ্চমাধযডমক=৩ স্নাতক=৪  

স্নাতকউত্তর=৫  

৭। বাবার স্পিো কৃডষ=১ চাকুরী=২ বযবসা=৩ ডচডকৎসা=৪ ডেক্ষকতা=৫  

৮। মাদয়র স্পিো  ৃডেনী=১ চাকুরী=২ বযবসা=৩ ডচডকৎসা=৪ ডেক্ষকতা=৫  

৯। ডিতা-মাতার মাডসক আয় (িাকা) ১-৫০০০িাকা=১  ৫-১০,০০০িাকা=২   ১০,০০০-২০,০০০ িাকা=৩ 

  ২০,০০০-৩০,০০০িাকা=৪ ৩০,০০০-৫০,০০০িাকা=৫

৫০,০০০িাকা-উদদ্ধড=৬  

                                                           ডচডকৎসা সাংক্রান্ত তেযাবলী 

১০। ডেশুর স্পরা  ডনন ডয় েদয়দছ?  ডিএসএম ৪ অনুর্ায়ী=১         ডিএসএম ৫অনুর্ায়ী=২  

১৩। জদের িদর ডেশুটির ডক ডখচুডন 

ডছল?  

েযা ুঁ=১                                 না=২  

১৪। এই সমসযার কারদণ  ডেশুটি ডক 

কখদনা িেয ডনদয়দছ?  

েযা ুঁ=১                                   না=২  

১৫। আিনার সন্তান ডকভাদব 

স্পর্া াদর্া  কদর?  

কান্নার মাধযদম=১                                    মুখভডঙ্গর মাধযদম = ২  

অঙ্গ ভডঙ্গর মাধযদম=৩                            ধ্বডনর বতডরর মাধযদম=৪  

েব্দ বতডরর মাধযদম=৫                            বাকয বলার মাধযদম=৬  
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Appendix: 7 

Social Skills Checklist 

 

Name of Child:  __________________________  

Date Completed: _____________________________ 

 

Birth date: _______________  

Teacher or Family Member Completing Form: ___________________ 

 

Instructions:  For each question, check if that particular social skill occurs almost always , 

often , sometimes, or almost never. 

RATING SCALE 

1=Almost always- 

The student consistently displays this skill in many settings and with a variety of people.  
 

2=Often-  
The student displays this skill on a few occasions, settings and with a few people.  

 

3=Sometimes- The student seldom displays this kill but may demonstrate it on infrequent 

occasions. 

4= Almost Never- The student never or rarely exhibits this skill. It is uncommon to see this in 

their daily routine. 

 

The score of the children with autism who attends 

group therapy. 

Before After 

SOCIAL PLAY & EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

1.1 Beginning Play Behaviors. 

 

1. Maintain proximity to peers within 1 foot.         

2. Observe peers in play vicinity within 3 feet.         

3. Parallel play near peers using the same or similar 

materials. 
        

4. Physically Imitates peer.         

5. Verbally Imitates peer.         

6. Take turns appropriately during simple games.         

 

 

1.2 Intermediate Play Behaviors 
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1. Shares toys and talks about the activity with 

peers, even though the play agenda of the other 

children is different. 

        

2. Physically and verbally respond to interactions 

from peers ( accepts toy from peer, answer 

questions) 

        

3. Return and initiate greetings with peers          

4. Know appropriate ways of joining in an activity 

with peer. 
        

5. Invite others to play.          

6. Take turns during structured activities  

7. Obeys game rules. 

        

8. Requests toys, food, and materials from peers.         

                          1.3 Advanced Play Behavior                                                                                   

1. Play cooperatively with peers during 

imaginative play. 

        

2. Make comments about what he/she is playing to 

peer. 
        

3. Organizes play (suggests ideas to peers on how 

to play) 

        

4. Follow peers play plans.         

5. Take turns during unstructured activities without a 

time limit. 

        

6. Offer toys, food, and materials to peers.          

The score of the children with autism who 

attends group therapy. 

Before After 

2. EMOTIONAL REGULATION 
 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

2.1 Understanding Emotions 

 

1. Identifies likes and dislikes.         

2. Identifies emotions in self.         

3. Identifies emotions on others.         

4. Justifies emotions  once identified (eating 

because I’m hungry) 

        

5. Demonstrates affection and empathy toward 

peers. 

        

6. Refrains from aggressive behaviors toward 

peers. 

        

7. Refrains from aggressive behaviors toward self.         

8. Dose not exhibit intense fears or phobias.         

9.Interprets body language         

10. Uses different tones of voice to convey 

messages. 
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2.2 Self-Regulation 

 

1. Allow others to comfort him/her if upset or 

agitated to do. 
        

2. Self regulates when tense or upset.         

3. Self-regulate when energy level is high.         

4. Deals with being teased in acceptable ways.         

5. Deals with being left out of group.         

6. Accepts  not being first at a game or activity          

7. Accepts losing at a game without becoming 

upset/angry  
        

8. Say “no” in an acceptable way to things s/he 

doesn’t want. 
        

9. Accept being told “no” without becoming upset/ 

angry. 
        

10. Able to say "I don't know."          

11. Able to end conversations appropriately.         

 

2.3 Flexibility 
 

1. Accepts  making mistakes without becoming 

upset/angry  
        

2. Accepts   consequences of his/her behavior.         

3. Accepts unexpected changes.         

4. Continues to try when something is difficult.         

5. Ignores others or situations when it is desirable to 

do so. 
        

2.4 Problem Solving 

 

1. Identifies /defines   problems.         

2. Generates solutions to problems.         

3. Carries out solutions by negotiating or 

compromising. 
        

4. Ignores others or situations when it is desirable to 

do so. 
        

3. Communication Skills 

 

3.1 Conversational Skills 
 

1. Initiate conversations when it is appropriate to do 

so. 

        

2. Initiates conversation around specified topic.         

3. Ask “Why” questions.         

4. Respond to “Why” questions.          
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5. Make a variety of comments, related to the topic, 

during conversations. 
        

6. Introduces him/herself to someone new.         

7. Introduces people to each other.         

8. Ends conversations appropriately.         

3.2 Nonverbal Conversational Skills 
 

1. Maintain appropriate proximity to conversation 

partner. 
        

2. Orient body to speaker.          

3. Pays attention to a person’s nonverbal language 

and understand what is being communicated. 
        

4. Waits to interject.         

3.3Compliments 

 

1. Gives appropriate compliments to peers.         

2. Appropriately receives compliments.         

3. Asks for a favor appropriately.         

4. Apologizes independently         

 

SUMMARY OF SOCIAL SKILLS CHECKLIST 

 

 Total % 

Marked as 

Almost 

Always 

Total % 

Marked as 

Often 

Total % 

Marked as 

Some times 

Total % 

Marked as 

Almost 

Never 

1.1 Beginning Play 

Behaviors. 

    

1.2 Intermediate Play 

Behaviors 

    

1.3 Advanced Play 

Behavior. 

    

2.1 Understanding 

Emotions 

    

2.2 Self-Regulation     

2.4 Flexibility 

 

    

2.4 Problem solving     

3.1 Conversational 

Skills 

 

    

3.2 Nonverbal 

Conversational Skills 

    

3.3 Compliments 
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Appendix: 08 

Protocol of Lego therapy intervention 

 

What is Lego Therapy?  

Lego Therapy is a social development program for children with ASD. Lego therapy is a 

collaborative play therapy, children working together to build Lego models, joint attention, 

shared goals, verbal communication and mutual purpose, one of the very few strategies 

where research proved significant improvements in ‘social competence’ at the end of the 

intervention as well as at later follow up.   

 Social competence was measured through 3 components:                 

1)  Motivation to initiate social contact with peers                 

2)  Ability to sustain social contact with peers for a period of time                 

3)  Overcoming aloofness and rigidity    

Emphasis is on social identity development – a common purpose and shared interest in 

Lego play. Socially isolated children feel part of a group having fun!    

Why does it work? 

 It uses a medium which is ‘inherently interesting’ to children with autism.   

 It utilizes what the child with autism is good at (systemizing/detail focus) to develop 

the things the child with autism struggles with (empathizing/theory of 

mind/resilience/central coherence/executive functioning)   
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It develops:  

 Joint attention                                                                            

 Collaboration   

 Sharing   

 Turn taking  

 Joint problem-solving skills   

 Taking account of other’s ideas   

 Compromising   

 Showing and explaining to others   

 Thinking about the good points of other people’s designs 

 Dealing with competition  

 

Pre-Building Skills: 

 In order to prepare a child for collaborative building in groups, they need to develop basic 

motor and cognitive skills, including piece sorting, piece assembly, matching, and 

imitating. This can be done with freestyle pieces easily, and children can be rewarded for 

completing the activities with access to a preferred set or pieces of the set. As mentioned 

above, activities should include: 

 Sorting by color, shape, and size (e.g. “Put the red ones in here, the blue ones here”) 

 Matching three-dimensional pieces (i.e. “Find another one like this”) 

 Matching two-dimensional images (from instructions) with actual pieces (“We need 

one like this, look in the picture”) 

 Piece assembly (i.e. “Put this one on top, press hard”)  

 Imitation (i.e. “Can you make yours look like mine?”)  

 Turn-taking (i.e. “Ok, you do the next one”) 

 Simple collaborative building (i.e. “What should we build? What next? Show me”) 
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Lego rules were shown and referred to them throughout sessions. The Lego rules 

were:  

1. Build things together.  

2. If it gets broken, fix it or ask for help.  

3. If someone else is using a piece, ask first (don’t take it).  

4. Use indoor voices.  

5. Use polite words.  

6. Sit nicely (keep your hands and feet to yourself)  

7. Tidy up and put things back where they came from  

8. Do not put Lego bricks in your mouth.  

 

 Level 2 - Collaborative Building with one peer:   

 Still requires close adult supervision   

 Helpful to have a good role model as a partner  

 Start with set building, not freestyle   

 Easy to finish sets, increase complexity as and when children can build reciprocally 

without too much adult help.     

Overall structure and features 

The Lego therapy sessions will conduct by the school. The sessions of 45 minutes 

duration each. The role was to prompt interaction among the children and help them 

come up with their own solutions. Lego therapy sessions consisted of two sections 

(LeGoff et al., 2014); 30 minutes of collaborative Lego project and 15 minutes freestyle 

building.   
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Lego therapy is delivered as an intervention for individuals or small groups (up to 3 

people including supervisor).  The role of the adult is to prompt children to generate 

their own solutions to any problems the group may encounter.   

 

Lego Therapy roles within a group of 2 children: 

 2 peers will build the Lego blocks according to design.    

 

 

Mode 2: Collaborative Building with One Peer:  

Activities involve collaborative building with one peer, and often require close adult 

supervision. It is often helpful, especially initially, to have a more advanced peer mentor 

(or a typically developing peer if utilized) as a Helper (Pierce and Schreibman 1997). 

Collaborative Set-Building: 

 With pairs, it is often helpful to start off with sets that are within reach of the child who is 

being helped. As the pair demonstrates reciprocal building (e.g. they are able to complete 

a small set independently, with minimal adult intervention), the level of complexity of sets 

can be increased. The helping child may need to be given additional support and rewards 

for being patient and supportive at this stage, with access to preferred sets or magazines, 

for example, or by earning new sets or desired pieces. Typically, Helpers have difficulty 

allowing the less-skilled Builder to fully participate, and will tend to take over the task 

completely. For this reason, the adult should strictly regulate the activity by assigning 

specific tasks as follows:  

 The child just starting Mode 2 will be the Parts Supplier. Their job is to find the correct 

LEGO pieces and give them to the child who they are working with. 

 The more advanced member of the pair will be the Builder. Their job is to put the pieces 

together according to the instructions. (Care should be taken not to assign the role of 

Parts Supplier to a participant who is already capable of building.)  

 The Parts Supplier should be encouraged and prompted primarily by the Builder, not 

the adult supervisor. For example, the Builder should prompt the Parts Supplier when 

they have finished one step and need the next piece. 

The Builder should be instructed to follow a hierarchy of requests or prompts. First, the 

Builder will ask for specific parts needed to complete the set by verbally describing the 

pieces (e.g. “Please can I have a black two by two brick?”). Second, if the Parts Supplier 

gives the wrong piece or doesn’t respond, the Builder should point to the item in the 

instructions, again giving the verbal label. Finally, if the Parts Supplier has not yet given 

the correct piece, the Builder should point to the actual piece, and again verbally label it. 
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The Builder should not take pieces from the Parts Supplier, or take the Parts Supplier’s 

hand to guide a response. Only when there is a clear failure of verbal and nonverbal 

requests should the adult give direct assistance by pointing or handover-hand prompting. 

The adult should also repeat the verbal prompt, and, if necessary, place the piece in the 

Parts Supplier’s hand, and then prompt him or her to give the piece to the Builder. 

 This process of collaborative building with a peer is at the core of the LEGO ®-Based 

Therapy process, and should be learned and perfected as a central skill-building strategy. 

All higher-level LEGO-Based Therapy activities are dependent on mastery of this initial 

collaborative task. 

Once a Parts Supplier has shown some mastery of this task, that is, the child spontaneously 

gives parts and needs fewer nonverbal prompts, then turn-taking should be introduced. In 

this situation, the set is either divided according to number of steps (e.g. one child is Builder 

for the first 20 of 40 steps and the second child is Builder for the final 20 steps), or by 

functional design characteristics of the set (e.g. building different parts, or sections of a 

set). On larger sets, with pairs collaborating, it may be necessary to switch more than once 

during the completion (e.g. switching every ten steps). Alternatively, turn-taking can be 

determined by time, for example swap roles every five or ten minutes. 

 

Effective Strategies in LEGO Based Therapy:  

 Siblings attending groups as Helpers (though they must be prepared and attend 

regularly). 

 Including therapeutic aides, graduate students, or other trained helpers (but not 

parents).   

 Allowing group members free-play time to be creative and participate in role-based 

fantasy play with the figures and sets, rather than just building, leads to increased 

spontaneous interaction among group members. 

 Encouraging female group members to join—this is especially helpful in older 

groups in which adolescent developmental issues are discussed. 

 Allowing group members to join each other and family members for meals or 

snacks prior to groups, either at an agreed-upon location, home or in the waiting 

room, especially during special occasions e.g. Christmas, birthdays, bar-mitzvahs 

etc. 

 Having a 10–15 minute “check-in” time in which members are asked to give a 

verbal account of personal experiences or to share views. 

 Children with a range of development and behavioral issues can be included, but 

those whose primary issues behaviorally and socially are impulsive, should be pre-

screened referred to other modes of intervention. These members can be re-

screened at a later date, once the behavioral issues have been addressed to 

determine if underlying social development issues persist and still need to be 

remediated.    
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 Group members making joint decisions about issues that affect the group, for 

example, choosing new LEGO, activities for the day, and promotions of members. 

 Assigning mentors for newer group members, and encouraging pro-social helpful 

and teaching. 

 Encouraging families to develop a support and activity network outside of LEGO- 

Based Therapy. 

 Including children with anxiety conditions, especially social phobia, depression, or 

adjustment difficulties, manifesting as depression or anxiety, in the group. Many of 

them continue to attend as Helper log after their presenting problems are resolve. 

 

LEGO- Based Therapy Log and session plan 

Group members: 

Therapist(s): 

Location: 

Session number: 

Plan: 

Activities for this session (e.g. introduce, rules, brick, description build a particular 

model, certificates etc.) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Targets for this session (e.g. children to work together, practice turn – taking, any 

behaviors you want to work all.) 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Other Comments and Observations: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Appendix: 09 

Lego therapy improvement of pretest and posttest score of social skill 

checklist: 

Maintain proximity to peers within 1 foot: 

 

 

 

Figure III: Maintain proximity to peers within 1 foot 

 

Here in this research figure III shows that in case of Q1 was maintain proximity to peers 

within 1 foot scored for 73.3% almost always is increased that means child are likely interest play 

with peer in closely. 

 

 

50%

13.30%

20%
16.70%

73.30%

16.70%

10%

0%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Almost always Often Sometimes Almost never
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Observe peers in play vicinity within 3 feet: 

 

 

 

Figure IV: Observe peers in play vicinity within 3 feet 

 

In case of Q2 they are 66.7% able to observe peers in play vicinity within 3 feet with other 

children that means they are interested to interact with peer. Also 23.3% often and 10% 

sometimes because it depends on child’s developmental level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

50%

13.30%

20%
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66.70%
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0%
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Play cooperatively with peers during imaginative play: 

 

 

 
 

Figure V: Play cooperatively with peers during imaginative play. 

 

For this figure IV shows that children with autism they are 93.3% able to play cooperatively with 

peers during imaginative play with other children and 0% almost never. 

 

Table II: Play Behaviors  

Variable Almost always 

 

Often Sometimes Almost never 

1.1 Beginning Play 

Behaviors 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

3. Parallel play near peers 

using the same or similar 

materials. 

7 

23.3% 

11 

36.7% 

4 

13.3% 

8 

26.7% 

7 

23.3

% 

10 

33.3% 

12 

40% 

0 

90%

6.70%
13.30%

0%

93.30%

6.70%
0% 0%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Almost always Often Sometimes Almost never

Pre test Post test
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4. Physically Imitates 

peer. 

6 

20.0% 

6 

20.0% 
7 

23.3% 

12 

40% 

10 

33.3

% 

8 

26.7% 

7 

23.3% 

4 

13.3% 

5. Verbally Imitates peer. 8 

26.7% 

8 

26.7% 

6 

20.0% 
7 

23.3% 

8 

26.7

% 

11 

36.7% 

8 

26.7% 

4 

13.3% 

6. Take turns 

appropriately during 

simple games. 

9 

30% 

11 

36.7% 

3 

10% 

4 

13.3% 

6 

20.0

% 

4 

13.3% 

12 

40% 

11 

36.7% 

1.2 Intermediate Play 

Behaviors 

 

Pre 

 

Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

1. Shares toys and talks 

about the activity with 

peers, even though the 

play agenda of the other 

children is different. 

5 

16.7% 

5 

16.7% 

6 

20% 

11 

36.7% 

 

7 
23.3

% 

8 

26.7% 

12 

40% 

6 

20% 

2. Physically and verbally 

respond to interactions 

from peers ( accepts toy 

from peer, answer 

questions) 

5 

16.7% 

5 

16.7% 

8 

26.7% 

14 

46.7% 

9 

30% 

6 

20% 

8 

26.7% 

5 

16.7% 

3. Return and initiate 

greetings with peers  

 

9 

30% 

11 

36.7% 

 

3 

10% 

4 

13.3% 

6 

20% 

4 

13.3% 

12 

40% 

11 

36.7% 

 

4. Know appropriate ways 

of joining in an activity 

with peer. 

11 

36.7% 

 

11 

36.7% 

 

3 

10% 

6 

20% 

8 

26.7

% 

8 

26.7% 

8 

26.7% 

5 

16.7% 

5. Invite others to play.  7 
23.3% 

10 

33.3% 

3 

10% 

4 

13.3% 

8 

26.7

% 

7 
23.3% 

12 

40% 

9 

30% 

6. Take turns during 

structured activities  

 

4 

13.3% 

9 

30% 
7 

23.3 

14 

46.7% 

11 

36.7

% 

4 

13.3% 

8 

26.7% 

3 

10% 

7. Obeys game rules. 6 

20% 

13 

43.3% 

3 

10% 

10 

33.3% 

13 

43.3

% 

4 

13.3% 

8 

26.7% 

3 

10% 

8. Requests toys, food, 

and materials from peers. 

5 

16.7% 

13 

43.3% 

0 4 

13.3% 

9 

30% 

5 

16.7% 

16 

53.3% 

8 

26.7% 

1.3 Advanced Play 

Behavior. 
 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

2. Make comments about 

what he/she is playing to 

peer. 

7 
23.3% 

9 

30% 

2 

6.7% 

3 

10% 

6 

20% 

3 

10% 

15 

50.0% 

15 

50.0% 

3. Organizes play 

(suggests ideas to peers 

on how to play) 

2 

6.7% 

5 

16.7% 
7 

23.3% 

6 

20% 

5 

16.7

% 

5 

16.7% 

16 

53.3% 

14 

46.7% 

4. Follow peers play 

plans. 

1 

3.3% 

3 

10% 

3 

10% 

5 

16.7% 

6 

20% 

11 

36.7% 

20 

66.7% 

11 

36.7% 
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5. Take turns during 

unstructured activities 

without a time limit. 

1 

3.3% 

2 

6.7% 

2 

6.7% 

13 

43.3% 

11 

36.7

% 

4 

13.3% 

23 

76.7% 

11 

36.7% 

6. Offer toys, food, and 

materials to peers.  

4 

13.3% 

6 

20% 

3 

10% 

12 

40% 

11 

36.7

% 

7 
23.3% 

12 

40% 

5 

16.7% 

 

Table II showed that play behavior of autism child of before and after of Lego therapy 

intervention. Parallel play near peers using the same or similar materials score post-test 

36.7% always almost that represents that playing behavior are changed most of the autism 

children. Beginning paly behavior are physically imitates peer, verbally imitates peer that 

is  few changed and take turns appropriately during simple games are better increased that 

means they are wait for turning. Intermediate play behaviors are shares toys and talks about 

the activity with peers, even though the play agenda of the other children is different score 

almost always is not changed but 36.7% often and 26.7% sometimes slightly increased, 

physically and verbally respond to interactions from peer score of 46.7% often children 

with autism are interacted with peer. Also return and initiate greetings with peers, know 

appropriate ways of joining in an activity with peer, invite others to play, take turns during 

structured activities that shows little change in play behavior but obeys game rules, requests 

toys, food, and materials from peers that presents good score in almost always that means 

this behavior helps to interact with other people. Here, advanced play behaviors that score 

of make comments about what he/she is playing to peer, organizes play, follow peers play 

plans, take turns during unstructured activities without a time limit, offer toys, food, and 

materials to peers that increased few percentage that means their behavior are little 

changed. 

Table III: Understanding emotions and self-regulation 

Variable Almost always  

 

Often  Sometimes Almost never 

2.3 Understanding 

Emotions 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

1. Identifies likes and 

dislikes. 

15 

50.0% 

15 

50.0% 

2 

6.7% 

2 

6.7

% 

0 7 
23.3% 

13 

43.3% 

6 

20% 

2. Identifies emotions in 

self. 

8 

26.7% 
7 

23.3% 

3 

10% 

5 

16.7

% 

4 

13.3% 

8 

26.7% 

15 

50.0% 

10 

33.3% 
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3. Identifies emotions on 

others. 

3 

10% 

3 

10% 

5 

16.7% 
7 

23.3

% 

5 

16.7% 

3 

10% 

17 

56.7% 

17 

56.7% 

4. Justifies emotions  once 

identified (eating because 

I’m hungry) 

9 

30% 

9 

30% 

3 

10% 

3 

10% 

2 

6.7% 

3 

10% 

16 

53.3% 

15 

50.0% 

5. Demonstrates affection 

and empathy toward peers. 

6 

20% 

6 

20% 

4 

13.3% 

5 

16.7

% 

3 

10% 

2 

6.7% 

17 

56.7% 

17 

56.7% 

6. Refrains from aggressive 

behaviors toward peers. 

12 

40% 

9 

30% 

5 

16.7% 

4 

13.3

% 

2 

6.7% 

8 

26.7% 

11 

36.7% 

9 

30% 

7. Refrains from aggressive 

behaviors toward self. 

10 

33.3% 

13 

43.3% 

8 

26.7% 
7 

23.3

% 

3 

10% 

1 

3.3% 

9 

30% 

9 

30% 

8. Dose not exhibit intense 

fears or phobias. 

3 

10% 
7 

23.3% 

3 

10% 
7 

23.3

% 

4 

13.3% 

2 

6.7% 

20 

66.7% 

14 

46.7% 

9.Interprets body language 4 

13.3% 

4 

13.3% 

0 0 4 

13.3% 

6 

20% 

22 

73.3% 

20 

66.7% 

10. Uses different tones of 

voice to convey messages. 

8 

26.7% 

8 

26.7% 

2 

6.7% 

4 

13.3

% 

0 1 

3.3% 

20 

66.7% 

17 

56.7% 

2.2 Self-Regulation 

 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

1. Allow others to comfort 

him/her if upset or agitated 

to do. 

6 

20% 

6 

20% 

0 0 9 

30% 

11 

36.7% 

15 

50.0% 

13 

43.3% 

2. Self regulates when tense 

or upset. 

6 

20% 

6 

20% 

0 0 7 
23.3% 

6 

20% 

17 

56.7% 

18 

60% 

3. Self-regulate when 

energy level is high. 

0 3 

10% 

4 

13.3% 

1 

3.3

% 

4 

13.3% 

3 

10% 

22 

73.3% 

23 

76.7% 

4. Deals with being teased 

in acceptable ways. 

11 

36.7% 

11 

36.7% 

1 

3.3% 

1 

3.3

% 

2 

6.7% 

2 

6.7% 

16 

53.3% 

16 

53.3% 

5. Deals with being left out 

of group. 

15 

50.0% 

17 

56.7% 

2 

6.7% 

2 

6.7

% 

6 

20% 

4 

13.3% 
7 

23.3% 
7 

23.3% 

6. Accepts  not being first at 

a game or activity  

6 

20% 

8 

26.7% 

3 

10% 

2 

6.7

% 

5 

16.7% 

3 

10% 

16 

53.3% 

1756.7

% 

7. Accepts losing at a game 

without becoming 

upset/angry  

3 

10% 

5 

16.7% 

1 

3.3% 

0 7 
23.3% 

8 

26.7% 

19 

63.3% 

17 

56.7% 

8. Say “no” in an acceptable 

way to things s/he doesn’t 

want. 

3 

10% 

3 

10% 

1 

3.3% 

0 7 
23.3% 

8 

26.7% 

19 

63.3% 

19 

63.3% 

9. Accept being told “no” 

without becoming upset/ 

angry. 

2 

6.7% 

2 

6.7% 

2 

6.7% 

1 

3.3

% 

10 

33.3% 

11 

36.7% 

16 

53.3% 

16 

53.3% 

10. Able to say "I don't 

know."  

5 

16.7% 

8 

26.7% 

2 

6.7% 

0 2 

6.7% 

3 

10% 

21 

70% 

19 

63.3% 
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11. Able to end 

conversations appropriately. 

3 

10% 

4 

13.3% 

0 0 1 

3.3% 

5 

16.7% 

26 

86.7% 

21 

70% 

 

Table III showed the emotions that under of four sub points like understanding emotions 

and self-regulation. 

Understanding emotions score 23.3% of children sometimes identifies likes and dislikes, 

identifies emotions in self sore of often 16.7% and sometimes 26.7% that means few 

children is known self-emotion. The improvement of identifies emotions on others, justifies 

emotions once identified, demonstrates affection and empathy toward peers that are little 

increased but score of refrains from aggressive behaviors toward peers, refrains from 

aggressive behaviors toward self, dose not exhibit intense fears or phobias, interprets body 

language, uses different tones of voice to convey messages are few percent increase that 

means children are catch their emotion. Self-regulation that improved rather than pre-test 

score like self-regulate when energy level is high, deals with being left out of group, accepts 

not being first at a game or activity and accepts losing at a game without becoming 

upset/angry. 

Table IV: Flexibility and problem solving 

2.3 Flexibility 
Pre 

Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

1. Accepts  making mistakes 

without becoming 

upset/angry  

11 

36.7% 

12 

40% 

3 

10% 
7 

23.3

% 

5 

16.7% 

2 

6.7% 

11 

36.7% 

9 

30% 

2. Accepts   consequences 

of his/her behavior. 

10 

33.3% 

10 

33.3% 

1 

3.3% 

6 

20% 

8 

26.7% 

5 

16.7% 

11 

36.7% 

9 

30% 

3. Accepts unexpected 

changes. 

0 0 0 1 

3.3% 

11 

36.7% 

12 

40% 

19 

63.3% 

17 

56.7

% 

4. Continues to try when 

something is difficult. 

0 0 0 1 

3.3% 

8 

26.7% 

9 

30% 

22 

73.3% 

20 

66.7

% 

5. Ignores others or 

situations when it is 

desirable to do so. 

0 0 0 1 

3.3% 

1 

3.3% 

2 

6.7% 

29 

96.7% 

27 

90% 

2.4 Problem Solving Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

1. Identifies /defines   

problems. 

19 

63.3% 

19 

63.3% 

0 0 4 

13.3% 

8 

26.7% 
7 

23.3% 

3 

10% 

2. Generates solutions to 

problems. 

19 

63.3% 

19 

63.3% 

0 0 2 

6.7% 

4 

13.3% 

9 

30% 
7 

23.3

% 
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3. Carries out solutions by 

negotiating or 

compromising. 

12 

40% 

13 

43.3% 

3 

10% 

2 

6.7% 

5 

16.7% 

6 

20% 

10 

33.3% 

9 

30% 

4. Ignores others or 

situations when it is 

desirable to do so. 

9 

30% 

9 

30% 

6 

20% 

6 

20% 

5 

16.7% 

5 

16.7% 

10 

33.3% 

10 

33.3

% 

 

Table IV showed the flexibility and problem solving. The child are few flexible such as 

accepts making mistakes without becoming upset/angry, accepts consequences of his/her 

behavior that presents little change in flexibility. The problem solving sore of 43.3 % 

almost always in carries out solutions by negotiating or compromising. 

Table V: Communication Skills 

Variable Almost always  

 

Often  Sometimes Almost never 

3.1 Conversational Skills 
 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

1. Initiate conversations 

when it is appropriate to 

do so. 

5 

16.7% 

5 

16.7% 

2 

6.7% 

0 8 

26.7% 

9 

30% 

15 

50.0% 

16 

53.3% 

2. Initiates conversation 

around specified topic. 

5 

16.7% 

5 

16.7% 

0 0 8 

26.7% 

11 

36.7% 

17 

56.7% 

14 

46.7% 

3. Ask “Why” questions. 5 

16.7% 

5 

16.7% 

0 0 4 

13.3% 

4 

13.3% 

21 

70% 

21 

70% 

4. Respond to “Why” 

questions.  

5 

16.7% 

5 

16.7% 

0 0 2 

6.7% 

2 

6.7% 

23 

76.7% 

23 

76.7 

5. Make a variety of 

comments, related to the 

topic, during 

conversations. 

0 2 

6.7% 
7 

23.3

% 

5 

16.7

% 

0 1 

3.3% 

23 

76.7% 

22 

73.3% 

6. Introduces him/herself 

to someone new. 

6 

20% 

10 

33.3% 

5 

16.7

% 

1 

3.3% 

2 

6.7% 

2 

6.7% 

17 

56.7% 

17 

56.7 

7. Introduces people to 

each other. 

8 

26.7% 

10 

33.3% 

3 

10% 

1 

3.3% 

2 

6.7% 

2 

6.7% 

17 

56.7% 

17 

56.7% 

8. Ends conversations 

appropriately. 
7 

23.3% 
7 

23.3% 

2 

6.7% 

0 3 

10% 

3 

10% 

18 

60% 

17 

56.7% 

3.2 Non-verbal 

conversational Skills 
 

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

1. Maintain appropriate 

proximity to conversation 

partner. 

5 

16.7% 

5 

16.7% 

1 

3.3% 

1 

3.3% 

4 

13.3% 

6 

20% 

20 

66.7% 

18 

60% 

2. Orient body to speaker.  5 

16.7% 

5 

16.7% 

1 

3.3% 

1 

3.3% 

4 

13.3% 

4 

13.3% 

20 

66.7% 

20 

66.7% 
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3. Pays attention to a 

person’s nonverbal 

language and understand 

what is being 

communicated. 

3 

10% 

3 

10% 

1 

3.3% 

1 

3.3% 

3 

10% 

3 

10% 

23 

76.7% 

23 

76.7% 

4. Waits to interject. 7 
23.3% 

8 

26.7% 

2 

6.7% 

4 

13.3

% 

8 

26.7% 
7 

23.3% 

13 

43.3% 

11 

36.7% 

3.3 Compliments Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 

1.Gives appropriate 

compliments to peers 

 

7 

23.3% 

7 

23.3% 

1 

3.3% 

1 

3.3% 

10 

33.3% 

10 

33.3 

12 

40% 

12 

40% 

2. Appropriately receives 

compliments. 

7 

23.3% 

7 

23.3% 

1 

3.3% 

3 

10% 

10 

33.3% 

8 

26.7% 

12 

40% 

12 

40% 

3. Asks for a favor 

appropriately. 

3 

10% 

3 

10% 

1 

3.3% 

1 

3.3% 

3 

10% 

3 

10% 

23 

76.7% 

23 

76.7% 

4. Apologizes 

independently. 
7 

23.3% 

8 

26.7% 

2 

6.7% 

4 

13.3

% 

8 

26.7% 
7 

23.3% 

13 

43.3% 

11 

36.7% 

 

Here in table V shows that communication skills such as conversational skills, non-verbal 

conversational Skills and compliments.  

The children are good conversation in make a variety of comments, related to the topic, 

during conversations, introduces him/herself to someone new, introduces people to each 

other. Also their non-conversational skills like maintain appropriate proximity to 

conversation partner, orient body to speaker, pays attention to a person’s nonverbal 

language and understand what is being communicated not changed in almost always but 

waits to interject is increased  26.7% of almost always that means their non-verbal 

conversation improved that might help to communication with other peer. Complements 

such as apologizes independently score of 26.7% almost always but gives appropriate 

compliments to peers, appropriately receives compliments, asks for a favor appropriately 

not improved because children did not able to shows that complements. 

 

 

 


